Highly efficient manipulation of Laplace fields in film system with structured bilayer composite: erratum.
We found an obvious mismatch between a statement in the main text and the corresponding figure (Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)) in paper [Opt. Express24, 29537 (2016).10.1364/OE.24.02953728059340]. In page 9, there is a sentence: "The observation lines can be seen in the inserts in Figs. 8(a)-8(c). As can be seen, the potential lines along the lines x = 10 mm and x = -10 mm are straight, which means that no distortion for the external field occurs". However, the potential lines along the lines x = 10 mm and x = -10 mm in the Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) are not straight obviously, and the wrong results have been used inadvertently. This mistake may occur in the process of revising or publication. It should be noted that our sentence or statement is right and the corresponding figure is corrected.